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About the Module
Module Introduction

This is the first module in the course on ‘Civic Sense’. It aims at 
familiarizing you as a Community Development Worker (CDW), with the 
social, ethical and personal values that you need to acquire to become an 
effective leader in your community.

Values are closely related to human life. The term ‘Value’ is derived from 
the Latin word ‘Valerie’, which means ‘strong and vigorous’. According to 
the Oxford dictionary, ‘value’ means ‘worth’. Values promote social welfare 
and serve as the guiding principles of life. They are part of the philosophy of 
a nation and of its educational system.Values stand for the ideals that lead 
human beings along the right path to a worthy life. Values shape our social 
aims and beliefs, which are regarded as important aspects of a culture. On 
the whole, values are desirable styles of thought and action that promote 
individual and social development, and well-being. 

In this module, we shall discuss different values that you need to possess, 
and how these can be nurtured. Unit 1 will look at the concept of values 
and their classification, Unit 2 will focus on social values, while Unit 3 will 
discuss the personal and ethical values that are universal to mankind.

Module Objectives

After going through this module, you should be able to:

 y Discuss the concept of values and the approaches used to inculcate 
them

 y Identify the social values held by the community where you work in
 y Explain the personal values that people need to have in order to 

succeed in their day-to-day activities and relationships

Units in this Module

Unit 1: Values

Unit 2: Social Values 

Unit 3: Personal and Ethical Values
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Unit 1: Values
1.1  Introduction

1.2 Learning objectives

1.3 Definition of values

1.4 Types of values

1.5 Approaches for value inculcation

1.5.1 Direct approach

1.5.2 Indirect approach

1.6 Sources of values

1.6.1 The family

1.6.2 School

1.7 Values listed by various agencies

1.7.1 Values identified by NCERT

1.7.2 Values identified by CBSE

1.8 Summary

1.9 Model answers to activities

1.10  Unit-end questions

1.1 Introduction

This is the first unit in the module on Civic Sense. You might have heard 
that human beings need to have values in their lives. This unit attempts 
to introduce the concept of values to you. In this unit, you would gain a 
clear understanding of the meaning, nature and classification of values 
and why individuals need to acquire them. As you may know, our country 
is a sovereign, socialist, secular, democratic republic, that is based on the 
principles of socialism. In this unit, we shall also look at the values laid 
down in our constitution and their importance in community development. 
You might require a maximum of fourteen (14) hours to complete this unit. 

1.2 Learning Objectives

On completion of this unit, you should be able to:

 y Define the term ‘values’. 
 y Describe the main types of values
 y Explain the approaches used in value inculcation
 y Identify the sources of values in society
 y Identify the values listed by various educational agencies

1.3 Definition of Values

The word ‘value’ may be familiar to you. We all live in a society and 
community with a unique culture. We work together as members of a 
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society to achieve our goals in life. These goals contribute to individual and 
social development. Values are the principles that we establish to guide 
our behaviour towards others. They help us direct the social aspects of 
our lives. They influence how we think and act as human beings. Values 
facilitate individual and social well-being. 

Before we discuss the meaning and definition of the term ‘value’, explain in 
your own words the meaning of this term in the activity below. 

Activity 1.1
You must have heard about the term ‘value’. What does it mean to you and 
what values have you developed in life? Write your answer in the space 
provided below. 

Compare your answer with that provided at the end of this unit. 

Let us discuss more about the meaning and definition of values. 
Psychologically, value means anything that satisfies our need or desire. 
Biologically, it is a characteristic of human behaviour and activity, which 
helps in conservation and furtherance of our life. Ethically, value is all 
those things or activities that are valuable in making our soul perfect. 
Philosophically, value signifies neither a thing nor an individual, but a 
thought or a point of view. Everything which is useful to an individual 
becomes valuable to her/him . 

A value has three dimensions, namely cognitive, affective and psychomotor 
that covers all the possible aspects of human personality. 

 y Cognitive aspect (thought) – A value is an idea but abstract in 
nature. The more the idea is clear, stronger will be the value that one 
holds. It means that value is related to mental activity and cognitive 
development about the idea. 

 y Affective aspect (Emotion/Feeling) – A value possesses a 
strong emotional bond with the idea. 
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 y Psychomotor aspect (Action/Behaviour) – A value results into 
an action or behaviour. This aspect is the final stage of culmination of 
a value. It is the acid test of one’s values in life. 

Now, go through the list of selected values shown in Table 1. These values 
are proposed by the National Council of Educational Research and Training 
(NCERT). 

Table 1: Selected values from the list of values as proposed by NCERT. 

Citizenship Hard work Punctuality

Cleanliness Helpfulness Proper utilization of time

Concern for others Honesty Respect for others

Co-operation Justice Reverence for old age

Courage Kindness Self-confidence

Democratic decision-
making

Kindness to animals Self-discipline

Discipline Leadership Self-help

Duty National integration Simple living

Equality Non-violence Sincerity

Faithfulness Obedience Social service

Friendship Patriotism Sympathy

Good manners Peace Tolerance

Gratitude Truthfulness

How many values given in the table do you possess? Which ones do you not 
have and which ones would you like to acquire?

Here is a case study of a conversation between a teacher and students that 
would further explain the concept of ‘values’. 

Case Study 1.1
Student: Sir, yesterday I had an opportunity to be part of a discussion on 

value inculcation. But I was confused after the discussion. 

Teacher: What were you confused about?

Student: The speaker said that values can be defined in different ways. Is it 
true?

Teacher: Yes. Everything which is useful to us becomes valuable to us. 
Value means anything that satisfies our needs or desires. It is a 
characteristic of human behaviour which helps us to lead a healthy 
and happy life. 

Student: Sir, for me money is very valuable. I am interested in earning and 
saving money. I admire wealthy people. But my friends prefers to 
excel in their studies. 
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Teacher: Yes, while you attach much importance to money, your friend is 
ambitious. For him, excelling in studies holds greater value than 
money. 

Student: But the meaning of the word ‘value’ which is given in the dictionary 
is ‘worth’. 

Teacher: ’Worth’ in this particular context, means the importance that you 
attach to whatever you like, prize, desire or esteem at any one time. 
For example, we know that we cannot exist without air, water and 
food. So definitely they are valuable to human beings. 

From the above case study, you may get an idea that value means anything 
that satisfies our needs or desires, but in a socially desirable way. Values 
differ from person to person. It is a characteristic of human behaviour 
which helps us to lead a healthy and happy life. 

Before we move on, here is another activity for you. 

Activity 1.2
List the following items in order of priority by writing them down against the 
numbers provided. No. 1 would be the object that you consider most worthy, 
while No. 10 would be the object that you consider least worthy to you. 
The order of preference should reflect how you value each of the following 
items: Books, radio, television, computer, newspaper, ornaments, sweets, dress, 
drugs, cosmetics. 

1. 6. 

2. 7. 

3. 8. 

4. 9. 

5. 10. 

Before you continue, complete the following activity. It will familiarise you with 
the different values that great personalities are known to possess. 
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Activity 1.3
Identify the great personalities below. Refer back to the values presented 
in Table No. 1 and write down the values associated with each of these 
personalities. Mahatma Gandhi, Mother Theresa and A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. 

Mahatma Gandhi: 

Mother Theresa:
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A. P. J. Abdul Kalam: 

In addition to these, name any personality who has inspired you and list the 
values that you would associate with that person (These may include your 
parents, teachers, social leaders or anyone else). 

Note It
Values reflect one’s personal attitudes and judgments, decisions and choices, 
behaviour and relationships, dreams and visions. All these influence our thought 
processes, feelings and actions. They guide us to do the right things. 

Let us now move on and find out how values can be internalized by a CDW. 
Here is a story for you. 

“Rita was a little girl. She was not very beautiful but she had a quiet nature. 
She did not have many friends. One day during the physical training (PT) 
period, as soon as the bell rang, all the children ran out of the classroom 
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to the playground. Rita went out slowly. Suddenly, one of the girls named 
Priya, fell down and hurt herself. The other children did not see her falling 
and were busy screaming and shouting, all excited in a game. But Rita 
helped her get up and took her to the medical room. In addition, she stayed 
by Priya’s side until she was alright. Priya was very touched by Rita’s 
actions. ”

Rita was declared a role model by the teachers in no time. 

Based on the story given above, answer the questions given below. 

Activity 1.4
1.  What do you think may be the reason behind Rita becoming a role model all 

of a sudden?

2.  What quality of Rita has fascinated you? Do you think that as a CDW, you 
possess similar qualities, and if yes, list them?
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Here is another activity for you that will help you have a clearer perspective 
regarding the kind of values that you possess as an individual.  

Activity 1.5
Reflect on your life during the last six months in which you might have come 
across situations to help somebody by giving financial support, accident care, 
sharing ideas, solving their personal problems etc. and complete the table given 
below. Compare your actions with that of your friends/family members. 

Situation
Person who received 

your help
How you helped the 

person

Based on the above situations, identify the values that you think exist within 
you. 
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Have you ever thought about how the values that exist within you help you 
behave appropriately in different situations? The activities given below 
would help you understand this better. 

Activity 1.6
Look at the pictures given below. As a CDW, how would you act in these 
situations? 

1.

2.

Activity 1.7
In this activity, there are two parts. After completing the first part, try to answer 
the second part. You might require around 5 minutes to complete the whole 
activity. 

Part 1: Write any two ways in which you can help the following people:

Parents:
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Grandparents:

Friends:

Society:

Part 2: Identify the values reflected in the above situations. 

Punctuality is very important and a good value to possess. We know the 
importance of keeping time in whatever we do and wherever we go. 

Let us play a game to find out what happens to people who are not 
punctual. 
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Activity 1.8
Here is your ladder of success. Climb up with your finger and see how long you 
take to reach the top. This activity is to internalise the importance of time and 
punctuality, need not write any answer for it. 

The more punctual you are, the faster you will reach the top. 

11. You have reached the top of the ladder congrats!

9. You first finish your work and then listen to music. 
Move ahead. otherwise go to 8

10. You think time is precious and value it. Move to 
the top of the ladder otherwise go to 9

8. Remember time does not wait for no man and 
move to next step

7. You put things off for the next day. Go back to 3. If 
don’t, go to the next step.

6. You never keep anyone waiting. Good. Move to 
10, other wise to 8

5. Not ready in time. Keep every one waiting. Move 
back to 1 or else move up

4. Finish your work in time. Move to 7; otherwise go 
up only one step

3. The bus came late. Not your fault. Go ahead

2. You do not make excuses for being late.

1. Begin from here and move up one step

Punctuality is just one of the many values that need to be inculcated in 
every individual. But the extent of its influence on the life of a person 
is quite immense. Attempt the activity given here, keeping in mind the 
importance of punctuality. 

Activity 1.9
Write what happens in the following situations:

• The teacher comes late to class. 
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• You do not finish your work on time. 

• Your mother gets up late in the morning. 

• You reach the playground late and the game has already started. 

• The sun does not rise at all. 

• The rain does not fall for one year. 

• The Earth takes more than 24 hours to rotate. 

After completing this activity, you will be able to think about punctuality and 
commitment. 

There must be more such situations that you can think of and discuss with 
your friends. 

Here is yet another activity for you that further elaborates the values that 
should exist within each family member. 
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Activity 1.10
Here are a few situations showing the love and concern of members of a 
family for each other. Identify the role of the family members in each of these 
situations. 
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After completing this activity, you will be able to think about punctuality and 
commitment. 
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1.4 Types of Values

Values can be classified according to the following criteria. 

Personal values 

These are essential principles on which we build our lives and guide 
us to relate with others. These principles are desired and cherished by 
the individual irrespective of his or her social relationship. Examples of 
personal values include: courage, creativity, determination, ambition, 
excellence, honesty, cleanliness, hope, dignity of labour, maturity, 
regularity, self-confidence, self-concept, self-motivation, punctuality and 
simplicity. 

Economic values

An object has economic value if it commands a monetary value. As you may 
know, we do not value money or material things for their own sake. Rather 
we value them because of the enjoyment they provide and make possible. 
A miser might derive a genuine satisfaction from the mere handling of 
money. 

Social values

These values are developed and practised as a result of our association 
with fellow members of the society. These values change in accordance 
with changes in social circumstances. Examples of social values include: 
brotherhood, concern for environmental protection and conservation, 
courtesy, forgiveness, justice, love, freedom, friendship, team spirit, 
sympathy, service, sharing, hospitality, patience, tolerance and repentance. 

Moral values

Moral values are those values which are related to an individual’s 
character. They are attitudes and behaviours that help an individual to 
know right from wrong. They reveal a person’s self-control. Examples of 
moral values include: honesty, integrity and sense of responsibility. Moral 
values are the principles of good and evil, which govern an individual’s 
behaviour and choices. The individual’s morals may be derived from 
society and government, religion or self. 

Aesthetic values

‘Aesthetics’ is the study of beauty and ‘aesthetic value’ is the value that an 
individual attaches to something because it is beautiful. 

As a CDW, it is desirable that you should possess a majority of the values 
listed above. However, have you ever thought how values can be inculcated 
in an individual? Let us look at that in the next section. 
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Universal values

There are a set of values that are universally possessed by citizens of 
the world, regardless of their nationality, creed, caste or culture. As a 
responsible social citizen, it is very important for each one of us to identify 
and inculcate universal values. A list of universal values is included in 
Table 1.4. 

Table 1.4: List of universal values. 

Truth Righteousness Peace Love Non-Violence

Truthfulness Cleanliness Abstinence Sincerity Kindness

Curiosity Hygienic living
Freedom from 
six sins

Kindness 
to animals

Courtesy

Quest for 
knowledge

Dignity of 
labour

Cultivation of six 
virtues

Sympathy Good manners

Spirit of 
enquiry

Proper 
utilization of 
time

Discipline Friendship Helpfulness

Study of one’s 
self

Regularity Purity Patriotism Fellow feeling

Discrimination Punctuality Endurance Devotion
Gentleman 
liness to hurt

Secularism Self help Integrity Tolerance
Consideration 
for others

Respect for all 
religions

Self support Self-discipline Humanism
Readiness to 
cooperate

Universal self 
existent truth

Obedience Self-control
Appreciating 
others

Reason
Duty and 
loyalty to duty

Self-respect Compassion

Simple living
Awareness 
of dignity of 
individual

Universal love

Honesty Concentration

Awareness of 
responsibility 
of citizenship 
and value 
of national 
property

Prudence Meditation

Democratic 
decision 
making, 
Common good

Respect for 
others

Peace
National 
awareness
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Reverence National unity

Service to 
others

National 
integrity

Self-
confidence

Turning away 
from  
untouchability

Self-reliance Social service

Initiative Social justice

Resource 
fulness

Socialism

Courage Solidarity

Leadership

Faithfulness

Justice

Teamwork

Team spirit

Equality

Self-sacrifice

1.5 Approaches for Value Inculcation

There are two main approaches used to inculcate or develop values. These 
are the direct approach and indirect approach. Let us look at each in turn. 

1.5.1 Direct approach

Figure 1. 1: Class room activities. 
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In a formal classroom setting, the teacher uses various methods to develop 
values among students. Values and their importance are taught directly by 
the teacher. The teacher carefully explains the significance of developing a 
value. 

1.5.2 Indirect approach

In this approach, values are developed in people through activities, such as 
club activities, programs conducted by non-governmental organizations, 
film shows and moral stories. 

As a CDW, you might make use of either of these approaches to inculcate 
values. 

Where do values originate from? What are the different sources of values? 
Let us try to find them out. 

1.6 Sources of Values

The two main sources of values in the life of any individual are the family 
and the school. 

1.6.1 The family

Look at the situations given below that depict Meera, a young girl, with her 
family. 

1.  Mother : Meera help me to wash the plates

2.  Grandpa :  Help me to water the plants

3.  Mother :  Meera cross the road carefully

4.  Grandma : Come and have a cup of tea

5.  Father :  Go and do your home work

6.  Mother : Don’t disturb your father –he is sleeping

7.  Grandma : Don’t irritate the cat

The love and concern of the family members towards one another can 
easily be identified from the above situations. The family assigns roles and 
responsibilities for each of its members. Thus, the family is an important 
agency for promoting values. In the family, each member plays an 
important role in inculcating values. 

1.6.2 School

Similarly, a school is another agency for inculcating values. The teachers, 
peers and all programmes in the school, that is, curricular, co-curricular 
and extra-curricular, play an important role in value inculcation. 
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Figure 1.2: Co-curricular activities. 

Now that you have gained the ability to identify sources of values, let us 
look at the list of values which has been proposed by various agencies. 

1.7 Values Listed by Various Agencies

1.7.1 Values identified by NCERT

Here is a list of values (Table 1. 2) as suggested by the NCERT (National 
Council of Educational Research and Training)

Table 1.2: List of values to be inculcated in students as identified by the NCERT. 

Abstinence Initiative Reverence for old age

Appreciation of cultural 
values of others

Integrity Sincerity

Anti-untouchability Endurance Simple living

Citizenship Equality Social justice

Consideration for values Friendship Self-discipline

Concern for others Faithfulness Self-help

Co-operation Fellowship Self-respect

Cleanliness Freedom Self-confidence

Compassion Forward look Self-support

Common Cause Justice Self-study

Common Good Kindness Self-reliance

Courage Kindness to animals Self-control

Courtesy Loyalty to duty Self-restraint

Curiosity National Consciousness Social service

Democratic decision-
making

Non-violence Solidarity of mankind

Devotion National Integration
Sense of social 
responsibility
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Dignity of individual Obedience
Sense of discrimination 
between good and bad 

Dignity of manual labour Peace Socialism

Duty Proper utilization of time Sympathy

Discipline Punctuality
Secularism and respect 
for all religions

Good manners Patriotism Spirit of enquiry

Gratitude Purity Team work

Gentlemanliness Quest for knowledge Team’ Spirit

Honesty Leadership Truthfulness

Helpfulness National Unity Tolerance

Humanism Resourcefulness Universal truth

Hygienic living Regularity Universal love

Respect for others
Value for national/civic 
property

1.7.2 Values Identified by CBSE

The Central Board of Secondary Education(CBSE,1956) organized a 
conference on Value Education, which stressed on the need for the 
development of a value-oriented school climate. The conference identified 
about 50 values to be inculcated among students, in schools across the 
country. These values are listed in Table 1.3. 

Table 1.3: Values identified by CBSE to be inculcated in students. 

Respect for individual Dignity of labour Team spirit

Education for service 
rather than competition

Trust
Parent–teacher 
relationship

Openness, freedom, 
flexibility

Fearlessness Developed potentials

Human relationship Moral courage Optimism, faith, hope

Participation with 
maximum involvement

Tolerance/acceptance of 
difference

Vision and sense of 
purpose

Sensitivity and 
awareness

Practice before preaching Life-long learner

Concern for each other Compassion
Innovativeness 
Resourcefulness

Scientific attitude and 
scientific temper

Use of head, heart and 
hand

Creativity and initiative

Honesty and integrity Acculturation Sense of belonging
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Value of time Patriotism Sense of pride

Mature self Communication Risk taking

Self-acceptance, self-
awareness

Environment 
preservation

Sense of adventures

Self-confidence Justice
Dedication and 
commitment

Understanding leading to 
forgiveness

Exposure to world 
and international 
understanding

Simplicity and austerity

Relationship with God Integrated development
Ability to set standards 
and stick to those

Individual yet socially 
responsible

Staff development Adaptability

Work ethics Pastoral care Attention to details

You have now come to the end of this unit on values. Let us review what 
you have learned. 

1.8 Summary

In this unit, we had a detailed discussion on the concept of values, 
the different types of values and the sources of values. The need and 
importance of value inculcation and the different approaches for 
inculcating values were also explained. We hope that you can see the 
relevance of these values to your work in the community, and that you 
identified new values that can improve your life. In this unit, we also 
discussed the role of the family and school in promoting value inculcation 
and looked at lists of values proposed by various educational agencies. In 
the next unit, you will learn about social values. 

1.9 Model Answers to Activities
Activity 1.1

You must have heard about the term ‘value’. What does it mean to you and 
what values have you developed in life? Write your answer in the space 
provided below. 
Values are the principles that help us to lead a happy life and a life desirable 
to society. For example, the values developed in life are helping others, love, 
kindness, etc. 
NB: For further reference, go through the values listed by various agencies given 
in Unit 1
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Activity 1.2

List the following items in order of priority by writing them down against the 
numbers provided. No. 1 would be the object that you consider most worthy, 
while No. 10 would be the object that you consider least worthy to you. 
The order of preference should reflect how you value each of the following 
items: Books, radio, television, computer, newspaper, ornaments, sweets, dress, 
drugs, cosmetics. 

1. News paper 6. Dress materials 

2. Radio 7. Ornaments

3. Television 8. Cosmetics

4. Books 9. Drugs

5. Computer 10. Sweets

NB: Order of preference of items may differ from person to person.

Activity 1.3

Identify the great personalities below. Refer back to the values presented 
in Table No. 1 and write down the values associated with each of these 
personalities. Mahatma Gandhi, Mother Theresa and A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. 

Mahatma Gandhi: Honesty, justice, 
equality, dignity of labour, truth, 
fearlessness, peace
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Mother Theresa: Benevolence, 
service to others, self-sacrifice, 
initiative, compassion, purity

A. P. J. Abdul Kalam: Leadership, 
self-reliance, discipline, simple living, 
gentlemanliness
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Activity 1.4

1.  What do you think may be the reason behind Rita becoming a role model all 
of a sudden?

  Rita might have remained unnoticed by her classmates till then, but her 
act of compassion put her under the spotlight. People were very much 
impressed by her kind act, and the teachers were quick to present her 
behaviour as exemplary. This is why she became a star all of a sudden.

Activity 1.5 

Reflect on your life during the last six months in which you might have come 
across situations to help somebody by giving financial support, accident care, 
sharing ideas, solving their personal problems etc. and complete the table given 
below. Compare your actions with that of your friends/family members. 

Situation
Person who received 

your help
How you helped the 

person

Seeing a bike accident, 
while going for a 
marriage reception

Mr. Praveen, victim of 
the bike accident

Provided first aid with 
the help of people 
nearby the location and 
make arrangements for 
shifting Mr. Praveen for 
further medical care

Based on the above situations, identify the values that you think exist within 
you. 

The values existing within the person attending this case are:

1.  Caring for others
2.  Empathy
3.  Love
4.  Kindness
5.  Civic sense
NB: This is only an example

Activity 1.6 

1.

Will provide first aid with the help 
of people and make arrangements 
for shifting the victim for further 
medical care. Inform the police 
for further action and in due 
course will inform the relatives of 
the victim. 
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2.

Will help the visually impaired 
person to cross the road safely. 

Activity 1.7

In this activity, there are two parts. After completing the first part, try to answer 
the second part. You might require around 5 minutes to complete the whole 
activity. 

I. Write any two ways in which you can help the following people:

Parents:  We could help them in household chores; help remit bills, buy 
vegetables, run errands. 

Grandparents: We could tend to aged members in our homes by looking after 
their needs, and by acting kindly to them. 

Friends:  We could help our friends whenever they are in need. We also 
could be sincere and genuine in our interactions with them. 

Society:  We could productively contribute to the society by indulging 
in social work, and by helping the unfortunate sections of the 
society to live a better life. 

II. Identify the values reflected in the above situations. 

The values reflected in the above activities would be kindness, helpfulness, 
self-confidence, leadership, team spirit, social justice, respect towards the aged, 
resourcefulness, humanism, etc.

Activity 1.9

Write what happens in the following situations:

• The teacher comes late to class: The class get disturbed and it may affect 
the classes nearby. 

• You do not finish your work on time: May not be able to undertake 
further tasks successfully. It may be an opportunity for others to blame. It 
will affect your personality. 

• Your mother gets up late in the morning: It may affect all the members of 
the family in some way or another. 
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• You reach the playground late and the game has already started: You may 
not participate in the game. Otherwise it may affect your performance 
negatively. Your team may lose the game. 

• The sun does not rise at all: It will affect the existence of life on earth.

• The rain does not fall for one year: There will be severe famine and it will 
affect the vegetation.

• The Earth takes more than 24 hours to rotate: It will affect the normal 
process of life on earth.

Activity 1.10

Here are a few situations showing the love and concern of members of a 
family for each other. Identify the role of the family members in each of these 
situations. 

Do you need any help, the family 
member can extend help if this type 
of situation arises. 

Please take care: The advice with 
affection may influence the person 
to obey the rules and regulations 
with out any force. 

Don’t waste time, an advice from 
mother may help the son/daughter 
to utilise the time effectively. 
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This type of situation may influence 
the grandchild to internalise the 
value of ‘time’. 

Please don’t disturb me: an 
affectionate request from the sister 
may influence the little brother in 
changing his behavior.

Don’t play inside the house: 
Affectionate and warm commands 
given by the grandmother helps the 
child to refrain from making troubles 
to others.

Do you show me your answer? 
While writing the exam his friend 
not accepting the first one’s request 
enables the first boy to do his duty 
well in the next time.
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Don’t disturb your grandpa, he is 
sleeping: the care, affection and 
respect towards elders. 

NB: After completing this activity, you will be able to think about punctuality 
and commitment. 

1.10 Unit-End Questions

1.  Explain the concept of values in your own words. 

2.  Describe the characteristics and nature of values. 

3.  List the different types of values. 

4.  Explain the relevance of value education in community 
development work. 
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Unit 2: Social Values
2.1 Introduction

2.2  Learning objectives

2.3  Meaning of society and social relationships

2.4  Meaning of social values

2.5  List of common social values

2.6 Role models

2.6.1 Mother Teresa

2.6.2 Vinoba Bhave

2.6.3 Mahatma Gandhi

2.6.4 Rabindranath Tagore

2.7 Summary

2.8  Model answers to activities

2.9  Unit-end questions

2.1 Introduction

In the previous unit, we had an elaborate discussion on the meaning, types 
and sources of values. We identified helping others, honesty, punctuality, 
love and empathy as important values. In a community development 
programme, more emphasis needs to be given to social values and their 
inculcation. Social values are developed by the society in order to make life 
safer and comfortable. In this unit, we shall explore the concept of social 
values so that you can inculcate them in your community members. You 
might require a maximum of fourteen (14) hours to complete this unit. 

2.2 Learning Objectives

On completion of the unit, you should be able to:

 y Discuss the meaning of society and types of social relationships
 y Define the term ‘social values’
 y Identify common social values found in society
 y Identify role models whose values you admire in your community

2.3 Meaning of Society and Types of Social  
Relationships

You may be familiar with the term ‘society’ from the first module of the 
course on Social Work and Development. From there, you might have 
understood that society is a web of social relations. It consists of the 
relationships between its individual members. These social relationships 
are of different kinds. Did you know that family is a miniature form of 
society?
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Let us take a look at the different kinds of relationships that exist between 
the different institutions in the society. First of all, let us consider the 
family itself. We know that the major relationships that exist in the family 
are the ones between father and mother, husband and wife, parents and 
siblings, brothers and sisters and so on. The relationship may also reach 
out to the extended family, such as, grandparents, relatives and cousins. 
Please do note that whether the family is a nuclear or extended family, it 
will always have a minimum of two members in it. When you think of the 
nature of these relationships, you can see that they are permanent. Thus, 
the family satisfies the basic characteristics of a society and becomes the 
miniature form of a society. 

Now let us take a look at another institution in a society – a marketplace. In 
a market, you can see so many types of relationships, i.e., the relationship 
between shop owners and sellers, between shopkeepers and buyers, 
between different shop keepers, between sellers, between and among 
buyers and so on. Try to identify more similar relationships. Please note 
that most of the relationships here are temporary relationships. Go through 
the pictures given in Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 and identify the different types 
of relationships depicted. 

Figure 2.1: Different types of relationships in the village –both permanent and 
temporary. 

Figure 2.2: you can see the scenes from festivals. The relationship that you 
can see from these pictures is also temporary. 

Figure 2.2: Relationships in gathering– Major relationships are temporary. 
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Here are a few other kinds of social scenarios depicting other kinds of 
social relationships. Try to identify them from the following figures. 

Figure 2.3: Social scenarios and the relationships that exist in them. 

Let us try to list the different kinds of relationships that we have just 
identified. 

Figure 2.1:  Individual–individual relationship, individual–group 
relationship

Figure 2.2:  Community leader–community relationship, people–
people relationship

Figure 2.3: Authority–subordinate relationship, office staff–
community relationship

The society is a web of social relationships. Some of them are simple like 
family relationships and some are complex like relationship between 
nations. Some are permanent like father–mother and siblings, while 
others are temporary, like shop keeper–buyer relationships. A society is 
an organization of individuals who have a sense of belonging. A society is 
made up of different communities. Now attempt the activity given below:

Activity 2.1
1. Explain in your own words the meaning of society? (5 minutes)
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You now know the meaning of ‘society’ and different social relationships 
found in one. It is important to note that social relationships will help us 
develop certain desirable values. Let us now look at the meaning of social 
values. 

2.4 Meaning of Social Values

You are now familiar with different types of social relationships found in 
a community. In order to understand the meaning of social values, let us 
start by looking at the duties and responsibilities that a society expects 
from an individual, let us start by examining family relations. Here is an 
activity for you. 

Activity 2.2
Go through the relationships given below, and write in the space provided 
whether they are temporary or permanent. (3 minutes)

1. Grandparents–children……………………………….......................................... . 

2. Independence Day celebration: speaker-listeners …………………………………………. 

3. School classroom: teacher–pupil……………………………................................ . 

4. Political leaders–people ………………………….....................................………. . 

5. Hospital: 

a. Doctor–nurse………………............................................……………. 

b. Nurse–patient………………………………........................................…. . 

6. Social service: community leader–society……………………………................... . 

Activity 2.3
From your own experience, write down the duties/responsibilities involved in 
each of the relationships (given in Activity 2.2). You might require 10 minutes to 
complete this activity. 

1.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

We have finished Activity 2.3. Let us analyse it now. 

All the relationships identified in the above six relationships reflect certain 
values, which can be generalized as social values. Some of the values 
reflected in these activities include:

1. Love, concern, responsibility, sympathy, empathy, sacrifice, 
adjustment, patriotism, respect for social leaders and love for nation

2. Leadership, acceptance, affection, kindness, love for nation

3. Acceptance, obeying rules and regulations, responsibility and time 
management

4. Sacrifice, leadership, accepting others, love, care, affection, 
kindness, sympathy

5. Respect for others, kindness, responsibility, affection, duty 
conscious, sacrifice

6. Understanding others, adjustment, accepting others, obeying rules, 
kindness, responsibility, caring, sympathy, empathy, etc. 

All the values we have listed above are examples of social values. Here is 
another activity to help you identify more social values. 

We hope you are now confident in identifying social values. 

Do you think that social values are influenced by religion and culture? To 
get a better idea about this, go through the activity below:
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Activity 2.4
The following are pictures of various life situations of people with different 
religion and culture. It reflects rituals, food habits, dress codes, etc. from 
different regions in India. Go through the pictures shown in Figure 2.4. 

Figure 2.4: Unity in diversity. 

Based on Figure 2.4, try to answer the questions given below. 

Statement Response

1.  Do people follow the same customs in all these 
activities?

2.  Can you see the differences in rituals of people 
belonging to different castes/religion?

3.  Can you see the differences in the manners of 
people belonging to different states?

4.  Can you identify the differences in food habits of 
people belonging to different religions?

5.  Can you identify the differences in food habits of 
people from different states?

6.  Have you noticed the differences in their 
costumes?
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7.  Do you think that the culture of people is 
determined by their way of living, manners and 
traditions?

8.  Does the culture of a place remain the same 
forever?

It is obvious that the differences in religion, residence, statesmanship all 
have an influence on the culture of individuals, which is directly related to 
social values. 

Therefore, we can define social values as the customs, beliefs, tastes, social 
practices and norms, and attitudes of a particular social community. As 
a CDW, it is extremely important that you should develop certain social 
values. Here is another activity for you. 

Activity 2.5
Classify the following into socially desirable or socially undesirable behaviour. 
You might take 5 minutes to complete this activity. 

1. Beating

2. Giving food to beggars

3. Helping a blind/old man

4. Helping fellow travellers

5. Helping friends

6. Helps rendered in a disaster

7. Making loud noises

8. Quarrelling

9. Ragging 

10. Stealing

11. Violence

socially desirable

socially undesirable

In the above activity, you might have classified beating, making loud 
noises, quarrelling, ragging, stealing and violence as socially undesirable 
values. Your perception of these values is probably influenced by the 
sufferings and disturbances, these situations create among individuals. 
Thus, you should be aware that there are actions which are also 
undesirable to the society. Such actions are known as antisocial activities. 
As a CDW, you should be able to discriminate between socially desirable 
and undesirable values so that you can act as a social leader. Being a social 
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leader, you should also be aware of the activities and programs that can 
help you inculcate social values. Let us look at that next. 

Programmes for Inculcation of Social Values

There are a number of activities and programmes through which social 
values could be inculcated in the members of the society. These programs 
can be executed through various formal and informal social forums found 
in the society. 

As a CDW, you should adopt different strategies for developing social 
values in the community. The following illustrations in Figure 2.5 give you 
an idea of activities that can be used to inculcate social values. 

Figure 2. 5: Morning assembly, celebrations and speeches. 

You can also think of the programmes you might have come across during 
your school days. Some common programs and activities that are used to 
inculcate social values in schools include:

 y Morning assembly-prayer 

 y Singing of devotional songs

 y Brief ethical speech by a student, a teacher or the head

 y Extension speeches

 y Celebration of birthdays of great men and social leaders

 y Celebration of international days
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 y Use of mass media 

 y Book exhibitions

 y Co-operative store as well as society

 y Co-operative canteen

 y Organising co-curricular activities

 y Community prayer programmes

 y Health and cleanliness activities

 y Classroom teaching 

 y Productive manual-work oriented programmes

 y Activities for training in citizenship

We hope that you are now clear about the programmes which can be used 
for inculcating social values among the members of the community. Let us 
go through the activity provided here. 

Activity 2.6
Suggest activities other than those mentioned above, that are used for 
inculcating social values among members of your community. You might require 
15 minutes to complete this activity. 

Note It
Social values are the customs, beliefs, tastes, social practices and norms and 
attitudes of a particular social community. Social value refers to the ‘code of 
conduct’ that an individual in a society has to conform to. 

Social values determine and regulate the social life of people in a 
community. It is one’s commitment to social values that prevents one 
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from getting involved in anti-social and criminal or notorious activities. 
Social values direct an individual to maintain social harmony, to conform 
to what is accepted by majority of the society, and to refrain from doing 
actions which are destructive to social peace and order. In the past, social 
values were compact and rigid and individuals tried their best to maintain 
or conform to those values. However, today the greed for money and 
power, and the excessive desire to acquire things illegally and unfairly, has 
led to the degradation of social values. This degradation of social values 
has had an adverse effect on the society. The younger generation today, 
does not show any respect to elders. Family ties are breaking down, the 
family system is disintegrating, children are going astray, young people 
are becoming drug addicted or get involved in various anti-social and 
immoral activities. These are all signs of people who have lost their social 
values. Social values should thus be preserved by developing intra-social 
relationships among its members. 

Keeping this in mind and based on the activities and illustrations given 
above, and the list of values given by NCERT and CBSE, let us now list the 
most common social values. 

2.5 List of Common Social Values

Many agencies have suggested different social values that need to be 
inculcated in members of the society. We have listed the most common 
ones in the table here, which as a CDW, you will find useful. 

Table 2.1: List of social values. 

Accuracy Duty Family

Adventure Entertainment
Environmental concern 
for equal opportunity

Attitude right Essential services Faith

Calm Equal opportunity Majority rule

Change Excellence Rule of, respect for law

Charity Fairness
Respect for others 
(individuals, cultures)

Activity 2.7
From the list above, identify those social values that exist in your community. 
You might take 10 minutes to complete this. 
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Compare your answers with those provided at the end of this unit. 

We can also get a fair idea about social values by looking at the values 
of great social and political leaders or role models.  We can draw useful 
lessons by looking at their lives. In the next section, we shall look at the 
values of some great social leaders. 

2.6 Role Models

A role model is a person looked to by others as an example of values, 
attitudes and behaviours to be imitated. For example, a mother is a role 
model for her children. It is also to be noted that role models may be 
persons who distinguish themselves in such a way that others admire and 
want to emulate them. For example, a man who becomes a successful CDW 
or social leader can be described as a role model for other men. 

Let us start our discussion with an activity. 

Activity 2.8
Write the names of any three social leaders including persons from your locality 
in order of preference. Also write why you consider them as social leaders. You 
might require 5 minutes to complete this activity. 

You must have identified the above social leaders based on your own 
understanding of their social values. Here are a few social leaders who have 
set a distinct example before us with their exceptional life stories. 
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2.6.1 Mother Teresa

Mother Teresa (the Nobel Peace Prize winner) 
was born on 26 August 1910. Her family was of 
Albanian descent. At the age of 12, she strongly 
felt the call of God. She knew she had to be a 
missionary to spread the love of Christ. At the age 
of 18, she left her parental home in Skopje and 
joined the Sisters of Loreto, an Irish community 
of nuns with missions in India. After a few 
months’ training in Dublin, she was sent to India 
and devoted herself to working among the poorest 

of the poor in the slums of Calcutta. Although she had no funds, she 
depended on Divine Providence. She started an open-air school for slum 
children. Soon she was joined by voluntary helpers and financial support 
poured from all over the world. This made it possible for her to extend the 
scope of her work. 

The Society of Missionaries has spread all over the world, including the 
former Soviet Union and Eastern European countries. They provide 
effective help to the poorest of the poor in a number of countries in 
Asia, Africa and Latin America, and they undertake relief work in the 
wake of natural catastrophes, such as floods, epidemics and famine, and 
for refugees. The order also has houses in North America, Europe and 
Australia, where they take care of the shut-ins, alcoholics, homeless and 
AIDS sufferers. 

Mother Teresa’s work has been recognised and acclaimed throughout 
the world and she has received a number of awards and distinctions, 
including the Pope John XXIII Peace Prize (1971) and the Nehru Prize 
for her promotion of international peace and understanding (1972). She 
also received the Balzan Prize (1979), and the Templet on and Magsaysay 
awards. 

2.6.2 Vinoba Bhave

Vinoba Bhave (the social reformer from 
Maharashtra) stands as a symbol of the struggle 
between good and evil. He was a spiritual 
visionary, whose spirituality had a pragmatic 
stance with intense concern for the deprived. He 
was a brilliant scholar who believed that 
knowledge should be made accessible to ordinary 
people. He was Gandhi’s ardent follower, who 
retained originality in thinking. Throughout his 
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life, he was committed to non-violent ways of bringing change, highest 
level of spirituality and unwavering faith in human values and love. 

His articles on the Abhangas of Saint Tukaram (a saint poet) became 
popular. Vinoba continued his search for the self throughout his life, 
which took him to great spiritual heights. He was also involved in other 
noteworthy programmes, such as Gandhi’s constructive programmes 
related to Khadi, village industries, new education (Nai Talim), sanitation 
and hygiene. 

In 1923, he was jailed for months at Nagda jail and Akola jail for taking a 
prominent part in the flag satyagraha at Nagpur. In 1925, he was sent by 
Gandhi to Vaikom (in Kerala) to supervise the entry of Harijans in temples. 
In 1932, he was jailed for six months in Dhulia for raising his voice against 
the British rule. In 1940, he was selected by Gandhi as the first individual 
satyagrahi. He was jailed thrice during 1940-41 for individual satyagraha at 
Nagpur jails – The first time for three months, second time for six months 
and third time for one year. Vinoba was not known nationally when Gandhi 
selected him for individual satyagraha. Gandhi issued a statement on 5 
October 1940, introducing Vinoba. In that statement, Gandhi said that 
“Vinoba believes in the necessity of political independence of India. He is 
an accurate student of history. But he believes that real independence of 
the villagers is impossible without the constructive programme of which 
khadi is the centre.” Vinoba took part in the Quit India Movement of 1942 
for which he got imprisoned for three years at Vellore and Seoni jails. 
VinobaBhave was awarded the Bharat Ratna posthumously. 

2.6.3 Mahatma Gandhi

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (Father of the 
Nation) is considered the Father of the Indian 
independence movement. Gandhiji spent 20 years 
in South Africa fighting against discrimination. It 
was there that he created his concept of 
satyagraha, a non-violent way of protesting 
against injustices. While in India, Gandhiji’s 
obvious virtue, simplistic lifestyle, and minimal 
dress endeared him to the people. He spent his 
remaining years working diligently to both remove 

British rule from India as well as to better the lives of India’s poorest 
classes. Many civil rights leaders, including Martin Luther King Jr., used 
Gandhiji’s concept of non-violent protest as a model for their own 
struggles. 
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In addition to learning to live a very simple and frugal lifestyle, Gandhiji 
discovered his life-long passion for vegetarianism while in England. 
Although most of the other Indian students ate meat while they were in 
England, Gandhiji was determined not to do so, in part because he had 
vowed to his mother that he would stay a vegetarian. In his search for 
vegetarian restaurants, Gandhi found and joined the London Vegetarian 
Society. The Society consisted of an intellectual crowd who introduced 
Gandhiji to different authors, such as Henry David Thoreau and Leo 
Tolstoy. It was also through members of the Society that Gandhiji began to 
read the Bhagavad Gita, an epic poem which is considered a sacred text by 
Hindus. The new ideas and concepts that he learned from these books set 
the foundation for his later beliefs. 

Gandhiji had only been in South Africa for about a week when he was 
asked to take a long trip from Natal to the capital of the Dutch-governed 
Transvaal province of South Africa for a legal case. It was to be a several-
day trip, including transportation by train and by stagecoach. When 
Gandhiji boarded the first train of his journey at the Pietermartizburg 
station, railroad officials told him that he needed to board the third-class 
passenger car. When Gandhiji, who was holding first-class passenger 
tickets, refused to move, a policeman came and threw him off the train. 

That was not the last of the injustices Gandhiji suffered on this trip. As 
Gandhiji talked to other Indians in South Africa (derogatorily called 
“coolies”), he found that his experiences were not isolated incidents but 
rather, these types of situations were common. During that first night of 
his trip, sitting in the cold of the railroad station after being thrown off the 
train, Gandhiji contemplated whether he should go back home to India 
or to fight the discrimination. After much thought, Gandhiji decided that 
he could not let these injustices continue and that he was going to fight to 
change these discriminatory practices. 

2.6.4 Rabindranath Tagore

Rabindranath Tagore (Nobel Prize winner for 
literature) was the youngest son of Debendranath 
Tagore, a leader of the Brahma Samaj, which was 
a new religious sect in nineteenth-century Bengal. 
The religious sect attempted a revival of the 
ultimate monastic basis of Hinduism as laid down 
in the Upanishads. He was educated at home and 
although at seventeen he was sent to England for 
formal schooling, he did not finish his studies 
there. In his mature years, in addition to his 

many-sided literary activities, he managed the family estates, a project 
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which brought him into close touch with common humanity and increased 
his interest in social reforms. He also started an experimental school at 
Shantiniketan, where he tried his Upanishadic ideals of education. From 
time to time, he participated in the Indian Nationalist Movement, though in 
his own non-sentimental and visionary way. Gandhiji, the political father of 
modern India, was his devoted friend. Tagore was knighted by the ruling 
British Government in 1915, but within a few years he returned the honour 
as a protest against British policies in India. 

Tagore had early success as a writer in his native Bengali. With the 
translations of some of his poems, he became famous in the West. In fact, 
his fame attained glorious heights, taking him across continents on lecture 
tours and tours of friendship. For the world, he became the voice of India’s 
spiritual heritage and for India, especially for Bengal, he became a great 
living institution. 

We hope you have noted that all the above leaders were accepted by the 
whole society due to their desirable values. The discussion on role models 
has brought us to the end of this unit. Let us review what you have learned 
so far. 

2.7 Summary

In this unit, we took a close look at the meaning of society, social 
relationships and social values. We made a distinction between desirable 
and undesirable social values. We also discussed the different programmes 
and activities that are used to inculcate social values, as well as the brief 
history of social leaders who are considered role models for their social 
values. In the next unit, we shall learn about personal and ethical values. 

2.8 Model Answers to Activities
Activity 2.1

Society is an organization of ‘we feeling’ individuals living in a given area and 
having common ideas. Society consists of a web of social relationships. 

Activity 2.2

Go through the relationships given below, and write in the space provided 
whether they are temporary or permanent. (3 minutes)

1. Grandparents–grand children, offering – Permanent.

2. National leaders–people, people–people– Temporary. 

3. Teachers–students, teachers–parents, teachers–stakeholders, students–
students – temporary.
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4. Leaders–followers, followers–followers, followers–civilians – temporary and 
permanent

5. Doctors–patients, nurses–patients, doctors–nurses, hospital staff–bystanders 
–temporary 

Activity 2.3

From your own experience, write down the duties/responsibilities involved in 
each of the relationships (given in Activity 2.2). You would require 10 minutes to 
complete this activity. 

1. From the relationship between grandparents and children, there will be 
transfer of culture, love, concern, responsibility, sympathy, empathy, sacrifice, 
adjustment, etc. 

2. Knowledge, leadership, acceptance, affection, kindness, love for nation, 
respect for social leaders, etc. will be imparted through the relationship 
between the speaker and listener during Independence Day celebrations. 

3. Through teacher–pupil relationship, the values like acceptance, obeying rules 
and regulations, responsibility, time management, etc. will be developed. 

4. The values of sacrifice, leadership, accepting others, love, care, affection, 
kindness, sympathy, etc. will be inculcated through political leaders–people 
relations. 

5. In doctor–nurse relationship, values like respect for others, kindness, 
responsibility, affection,duty conscious, etc. will be identified while in nurse–
patient relationship, values like kindness, affection care, love for others, 
sacrifice etc. 

6. Understanding others, adjustment, accepting others, obeying rules, kindness, 
responsibility, caring, sympathy, empathy, etc. are the values identified in the 
relationship between community leader and society. 

Activity 2.4

Statement Response

1. Do people follow the same customs in all these 
activities?

No

2. Can you see the differences in the rituals of people 
belonging to different castes/religion?

Yes

3. Can you see the differences in the manners of people 
belonging to different states?

Yes

4. Can you identify the differences in food habits of 
people belonging to different religions?

Yes

5. Can you identify the differences in food habits of 
people from different states?

Yes
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6. Have you noticed the differences in their costumes? Yes

7. Do you think that the culture of people is determined 
by their way of living, manners and traditions?

Yes

8. Does the culture of a place remain the same forever? No

Activity 2.5

Socially desirable Socially undesirable

Helping a blind/old man Ragging in the college

Helping friends Violence

Helping fellow travellers Stealing

Giving food to beggars Quarrelling

Helps rendered in a disaster Beating/ Making loud noise

Activity 2.6

1. Observation of National and International Days

2. Essay competitions on various issues of social relevance

3. Exhibitions

4. Poster competitions

5. Blood donation camps etc. 

Activity 2.7

 y Prayers 
 y Group singing 
 y Story telling 
 y Group activities
 y Community surveys
 y Health and sanitation campaigns especially in slum areas
 y Participation in community development activities like construction of public 
wells, tanks, roads, public buildings, social forestry

 y Hospital visits to serve the sick
 y Distribution of food and clothes to the poor
 y Social services during community and national festivals
 y Organizing cultural programmes in the community
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Activity 2.8

1. MedhaPadkar: Social leader who works for the welfare of the downtrodden, 
oppressed and the marginalised

2. Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam: Great scientist and motivator who inspires young 
generation of our nation

3. Ms. MalalaYousufzai: An internationally renowned figure in peace who won 
the Nobel Peace Prize for 2014. She raised her voice for the education of the 
girl child. 

2.9 Unit-End Questions

1.  Write down the meaning of social values. 

2.  List five desirable and undesirable social values seen in society. 

3.  Prepare a biography of a social leader whom you like the best. 

4.  Prepare a picture album of important social leaders (minimum 10 
persons) showing important events in their lives. 
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Unit 3: Personal and Ethical Values
3.1 Introduction

3.2 Learning objectives

3.3 Meaning of personal values

3.4 Universal or core ethical values

3.5 Summary

3.6 Model answers to activities

3.7 Unit-end questions

3.1 Introduction

Welcome to the last unit in our module on values. In the previous unit, 
we discussed about social values. In this unit, we shall take a look at 
personal and ethical values, which form the basis of ethical behaviour 
across all societies and all major religions. We shall start by explaining the 
meaning of personal and ethical values and then explore why they need to 
be inculcated. We shall also analyse the different components of personal 
and ethical values and identify people who have ethical values. Lastly, we 
shall suggest measures that can be taken to inculcate values. For a CDW, 
the inculcation of personal and ethical values is just as important as the 
inculcation of social values. You might require a maximum of ten (10) 
hours to complete this unit. 

3.2 Learning Objectives

On completion of the unit, you will be able to:

 y Explain the meaning of personal values and how they are inculcated
 y Identify the universal or core personal values that all human beings 

should have

3.3 Meaning of Personal Values

Every individual has a set of core personal values. Values can range from 
simple ones like the belief in hard work and punctuality, to more complex 
ones. When we examine the lives of famous people, we often see how 
personal values have guided them in their pathways. Therefore, personal 
values are principles that provide an internal reference for what is good, 
beneficial, important, useful, beautiful, desirable, constructive, etc. In 
order to get a good idea about personal values, read through the following 
case study. It is a conversation between two friends about a boy who helped 
his friend when he was in trouble. 
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Case Study 3.1

One day Rahul saw an old man, who had met with an accident, while going to 
attend a birthday party. He noticed that nobody was willing to help the injured 
old man. Rahul decided to give up attending the birthday party and to take care 
of the man. Once he ensured that the man was in safe hands, he proceeded to 
attend the birthday party. He was very happy that he made it, since he was very 
particular about keeping promises. The next day, the Municipal Chairman, who 
came to know about the incident, arranged a public function and honoured 
Rahul. 

Friend 1: Have you seen how Rahul has become someone whom everybody 
looks up to?

Friend 2:  Yes. It was because of his helpful nature. 

Friend 1: Being helpful always pays in some way or the other. Doesn’t it?

Friend 2: Yes. It is a quality few people have in today’s world. 

Friend 1: Yes. Most people have become selfish and think only of themselves. 

Friend 2: If Rahul had chosen to attend the birthday party instead of helping 
the old man, the old man would have been in trouble. 

Friend 1:  He was also very keen in keeping his promises. Violating a promise is 
definitely not a good thing. 

Friend 2: Definitely. That is why he attended the birthday party. 

From the above case study, it is clear that Rahul was helpful to the 
old man. You have come across many situations in your life when you 
needed help from other people in order to save your life, money or even 
time. There have also been situations when somebody needed your help. 
Helping your mother and father, helping the old man to carry the load or 
the blind man to cross the road, are examples of such situations. It is very 
important to help others. Being helpful is a great quality. So is the ability 
and determination to keep promises. Cases of several other personal values, 
such as time management, making the right decisions and empathy are 
presented in this case study. All these are desirable personal values that a 
society expects from a CDW. Here are a couple of more activities for you. 

Activity 3.1
Fill in the chart with instances when you helped somebody in need. You will 
realise how helpful you are by observing how quickly the chart gets filled. An 
example is given below for your information. You might require 7 minutes to 
complete this activity. 
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Person you helped How you helped

1. Old lady Offered a helping hand while carrying a heavy load

2

3

4

Like the individuals who rendered help and support to the people in 
distress, there are organisations at the international, national and local 
levels to offer help to people. The United Nations International Children’s 
Emergency Fund (UNICEF), Helpage India, Childline, etc. are some of 
them. As a CDW, you should keep in touch with such organizations and 
provide opportunities for the community to get maximum benefit out of 
them. 

How do we inculcate personal values? Let us look at that next. 

Inculcation of personal values

In the previous units, we discussed the various institutions and activities 
that help to develop values. The same institutions are helpful in inculcating 
personal values as well. 

Values can be developed in an individual through the family, school and 
religious institutions. The most important institution is a person’s family. 
The family is responsible for teaching children what is right and wrong. 
This is followed by the school. The school helps to shape the values of 
children. The next one is the religious institutions. Religion plays an 
important role in teaching children the right and the wrong behaviour. This 
results in the inculcation of value. 

Table 3.1 contains a list of personal values that need to be inculcated in 
individual members of the society. 
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Table 3.1: List of personal values. 

Accuracy Co-operation Friendship Innovation

Adventure Coordination Fun Integrity

Beauty Creativity Generosity Intelligence

Calm, peace Customer satisfaction Gentleness Justice

Challenge Determination Good will Kindness

Charity Delight of being, joy Goodness Knowledge

Cleanliness, 
orderliness

Democracy Gratitude Leadership

Commitment Discipline Hard work Love, romance

Communication Efficiency Happiness Loyalty

Competence Excellence Health
Effective use of 
time

Concern for 
others 

Fairness Independence
Proper use of 
money

Connection Faith Individuality Oneness 

Continuous 
improvement

Family feeling
Inner peace, calm, 
quietness

Openness

Before proceeding further, complete the activities given below. 

Activity 3.2
What according to you is a personal value? Write your thoughts down in the 
space provided below. You might take 5 minutes to complete this activity. 
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Activity 3.3
After going through the list of personal values given in Table 3.1, identify those 
personal values that you possess. (15 minutes)

Well, we hope you can now see that every individual has a core set 
of personal values. Personal values can range from hard work and 
punctuality, to loyalty and oneness. As a CDW, you should identify those 
personal values that enable you to have good behaviour and solve common 
human problems. Let us now take a look at core ethical values. 

3.4 Universal or Core Ethical Values

In the last unit, we talked about universal values. We said that they are 
values that human beings all over the world hold in common and believe 
are important. We believe that there are universal moral values. These 
values serve as the basis for ethical behaviour across all societies and all 
major religions. It is your role as a CDW to foster and promote such ethical 
values and principles. Let us take a look at some core ethical values that 
need to be inculcated in every individual in this world, irrespective of their 
locality, nationality, creed or culture. 

Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness concerns a variety of behavioural qualities, such as 
honesty, integrity, reliability and loyalty. 
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Honesty

Honesty is a fundamental ethical value. We associate honesty with people 
of honour, and we admire and trust those who are honest. 

Honesty in communications refers to the intent to convey the truth as 
best as we know it and to avoid communicating in a way which is likely 
to mislead or deceive. It is also important to know that there are three 
dimensions of honesty. Have you heard of them? They are:

Truthfulness: means not intentionally misrepresenting a fact (lying). 
Being wrong is not the same thing as being a liar, although honest mistakes 
can still damage trust. 

Sincerity: a sincere person does not act, say half-truths or stay silent with 
the intention of creating belief or leaving impressions that are untrue or 
misleading. 

Frankness: it is seen in relationships involving trust. 

Thus, the value of honesty prohibits stealing, cheating, fraud and trickery. 
It is a violation of trust and fairness. 

Not all lies are unethical, even though all lies are dishonest. Occasionally, 
dishonesty is ethically justifiable. For example, when the police lie about an 
under cover operation in order to catch a notorious criminal. Or when they 
lie to a criminal in order to save the life of a national leader. In such cases, 
lying is considered justifiable. But such instances are few, unless of course 
it is meant to save a life. 

When we make promises or commitments to people, our ethical duties 
go beyond legal obligations. The ethical dimensions of promise keeping 
impose the responsibility of making efforts to fulfil our commitments. 

As a CDW, it is important for you to:

 y Be sincere and honest in your intentions: honourable people do not 
rationalize non compliance or create justifications for escaping from 
their commitments. 

 y Be a person of integrity: avoid unwise commitments like helping 
people who are not deserving in the community. 

Let us look at other recommended core ethical values that are necessary to 
possess. 

Other recommended core ethical values

Before you continue reading, complete the following activity. 
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Activity 3.4
Below is a questionnaire which contains a statement that helps you determine 
the ethical values that exist within you. Write ‘Yes’ if you agree with the 
statement or ‘No’ if you do not agree. Once you finish, give each ‘Yes’ a score of 
1 and each ‘No’ a score of 0. The maximum score should be 9. If you score 6 or 
more you are a person of fine ethical values. 

Statement Yes No

1. I will always arrive on time

2. I always do what I agree to do

3. I know my limits and avoid 
promising

4. I am not a hypocrite

5. I am always sincere

6. I am always truthful

7. I am always kind to others

8. I am caring 

9. I am responsible for my duties

We hope you have enjoyed completing that activity and that you have 
learned a lot about yourself in the process. Let us take a look at two other 
ethical values of punctuality and protection of the environment. Figure 3.1 
shows a common notice that you see every where these days. What ethical 
value do you derive from it?

PLANT 
TREES

DO NOT CUTTREES

STOP 

Pollution!

Figure 3.1: Poster Campaign on Environmental Education 

We believe your said protection of the environment. As a CDW, one of your 
roles is to assist the community to stop or reduce environmental pollution. 
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As you may already know, pollution has been killing our earth slowly over 
the years. You can help your community to fight pollution by planting trees, 
using paper carefully and other eco-friendly materials and minimizing the 
use of plastics. Protection of the environment is thus an important ethical 
value. 

Another ethical value is punctuality. You might remember the time 
ladder that we saw in Unit 1 that dealt with punctuality. Punctuality is 
an important personal value. Think of all the things you miss when you 
are not punctual. As a CDW, you should be aware of the significance of 
punctuality. By being punctual, you create awareness among community 
members on the need for good time management. This helps them develop 
similar ethical values. One method that is used to improve punctuality is 
the use of a timetable. You are familiar with the timetable used in schools. 
Even in community development work, it is important to have a timetable. 
Before you continue reading, here is an activity for you. 

Activity 3.5
Prepare a timetable of your daily activities in the space provided. You 
might take 15 minutes to complete it. 

We hope you now appreciate the value of good time management and 
punctuality. 

The other core ethical values can be derived from the six pillars of 
character. These are:

 y Trustworthiness 
 y Respect 
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 y Responsibility
 y Fairness
 y Caring 
 y Citizenship 

Being a CDW, you should know each one of these in detail. 

Let us discuss each one of them in turn. 

Trust worthiness

You have already come across the term trust worthiness as one of the core 
ethical values in the beginning of the session. We can describe the value of 
trust worthiness in different ways for getting a better understanding of the 
term. 

Suppose a company instructs its employees to produce sub-standard goods. 
This may end up losing the trust of their buyers. A trust worthy person is 
someone whom you can trust and rest assured that this trust will not be 
betrayed. 

A person who is trustworthy exhibits the following behaviours:

 y Is honest 
 y Does not deceive, cheat or steal
 y Is reliable–do what they say they will do
 y Is courageous to do the right thing
 y Builds a good reputation
 y Is loyal and ready to stand by his/her family, friends and country

Respect

A person who has respect for others exhibits the following behaviours:

 y Treats others with respect: follow the golden rule
 y Is tolerant and accept the differences
 y Uses good manners, not bad language
 y Is considerate towards the feelings of others
 y Does not threaten, hit or hurt any one
 y Deals peacefully with anger, insults and disagreements

Responsibility

A person who is responsible exhibits the following behaviours:

 y Does what they are supposed to do
 y Plans ahead
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 y Perseveres; keeps on trying
 y Always does his or her best
 y Uses self-control
 y Is accountable for their words, actions, and attitudes
 y Sets a good example for others

Fairness

A person who is fair exhibits the following behaviours. 

 y Plays by the rules
 y Is open-minded
 y Listens to others
 y Does not take advantage of others
 y Does not blame others carelessly
 y Treats all people fairly

Caring

A person who is caring exhibits the following behaviours:

 y Is kind
 y Is compassionate and shows care
 y Expresses gratitude
 y Forgives others
 y Helps people in need

Citizenship

A person who shares to make society better exhibits the following 
behaviours:

 y Gets involved in community affairs
 y Is a good neighbour
 y Obeys laws and rules
 y Respects authority
 y Protects the environment
 y Engages in volunteer work

Here is a case study of an essay competition that gives you an idea of 
the moral or ethical values of honesty and integrity. The case study also 
highlights the fact that while committing mistakes by children we have to 
correct them with love and care. 
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Case Study 3.2
Two friends, Vimal and Kamal, participated in an essay competition at the Janani 
Arts and Sports Club. 

Vimal copied from Kamal and when the results were announced, he got the first 
prize. 

Kamal and the Club Secretary came to know about the cheating and Vimal was 
punished.
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Kamal forgave Vimal.

Vimal was sad and his mother consoled him. Vimal promised that he would be a 
good and honest boy. 

Whom do you like, Kamal or Vimal, why? What is the moral of the story?* Write 
in a couple of sentences. 

The tutor should tell the answers to the questions asked here. 
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The two case studies presented here are factual studies, which give a point 
of view on moral values. They help you clearly understand what constitutes 
moral values. These values can be imbibed in your life as well. Now let us 
move on to summarise what we have learned so far in this unit. 

3.5 Summary

In this unit, we started by looking at the meaning of personal values. We 
saw that values are principles that provide an internal reference for what 
is good, beneficial, important, useful, beautiful, desirable and constructive. 
We also looked at the role of the family, school and religious institutions 
in the inculcation of personal values. We finally looked at universal or core 
ethical values that all humans should aspire to hold. These included values, 
such as trustworthiness, respect, fairness, caring and punctuality. We hope 
that you are now well equipped to help members of your community to 
adopt personal values that support community development. 

You have now come to the end of this module. Go back to the beginning of 
this module and check if you have achieved its objectives. If you feel you 
have achieved them, answer the following questions and send them to your 
tutor for assessment or valuation. Good luck!

3.6 Model Answers to Activities
Activity 3.2

The value possessed by a person is termed as personal value. It is based on his/
her characteristics. The personal value differs from person to person. Family 
religion, education and culture are the major factors influencing inculcation of 
personal values. 

Activity 3.4

Below is a questionnaire which contains a statement that helps you determine 
the ethical values that exist within you. Write ‘Yes’ if you agree with the 
statement or ‘No’ if you don’t agree. Once you finish, give each ‘Yes’ a score of 
1 and each ‘No’ a score of 0. The maximum score should be 9. If you score 6 or 
more you are a person of fine ethical values. (This is a sample). 

Statement Yes No

I will always arrive on time No

I always do what I agree to do Yes

I know my limits and avoid promising Yes

I am not a hypocrite Yes

I am always sincere No

I am always truthful No
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I am always kind to others Yes

I am caring Yes

I am responsible to my duties Yes

Since she got 6 yes, her score is six. So she is a person with fine ethical 
values. 

Activity 3.5

Here you can see the time table of a day of a CDW hailing from the district 
Palakkad in Kerala:

Routine reporting to the Agency 9:30a. m. 

Sharing of issues/challenges/ideas/
suggestions with the Team Leader

9:30 a. m. to 10:30 a. m. 

Planning for the day 10:30 a. m. to 11:00 a. m. 

Meeting with beneficiaries 11:00 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. 

Lunch break 12:30 p. m. to 1:30 p. m. 

Visit to community 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. 

Consultation with community leaders 3:30 p. m. to 4:30 p. m. 

Consolidation of observations 4:30 p. m. to 5:00 p. m. 

3.7 Unit-End Questions

1.  Name at least four core ethical values?

2.  Make a comparison of personal values and ethical values. 
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Glossary

Value: A principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable

Integrity: Honesty, soundness of character

Honesty: Truthfulness

Charity: Giving alms, universal love

Honourable: Worthy of honour, illustrious

Questions for Reflection

1. How will you utilize your extra income?

2. Suppose you live in a society which is poor and you have all the means 
and abilities to help the members of the society, how will you go about 
helping them?

3. According to you, what are the most important values that are 
necessary for a CDW?

4. Whose contributions do you think are most important for the 
upliftment of the society – Bill Gates/Dheerubhai Ambani/Mahatma 
Gandhi/Jawaharlal Nehru. Substantiate your answer. 
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